
Access to California Courts Now Available!

CALIFORNIA GOES LIVE!

We are pleased to provide our users with access to
California Superior Courts! CourtTrax’s online
interface now includes an option for “California
Courts” alongside the other states within our
service coverage.

Coverage
Effective with this announcement, the Superior
Courts of sixteen California Counties as well as the
California State Appellate and Supreme Courts can
now be accessed through CourtTrax. These new
jurisdictions extend CourtTrax’s value as an
aggregator of court information access, while
providing the same level of best-in-class results,
and time and money savings that customers have
come to expect from CourtTrax.

Advantages
This release marks the largest integration of
numerous disparate Host systems for a single
State into one place, bringing our customers a one-
stop destination for California Court data. Rather
than having to access sixteen separate local
systems, and learn the unique navigation and data
requirements of each to conduct a search,
CourtTrax does the heavy-lifting for you,
synergizing all the various access procedures into
a single search, and a single click of the mouse.

At the same time, you retain all the classic
advantages of CourtTrax: our browser-based, no-
software-required interface; and the ability to attach
a Search Title or Client/Matter number to each
search for ease of cost allocation.

Pricing
As with all CourtTrax products, there is no
subscription or set-up fees; the user is only
charged on a per-search basis. Pricing information
for the State of California is available on our
website, or by contacting our sales team at:

866-643-7084 or sales@courttrax.com

FOCUS YOUR SEARCH RESULTS WITH
SORTING!

We are excited to announce a new feature that we
are progressively rolling out to each State within our
coverage: Search Result Sorting. Now, after you
have performed a Name Search using CourtTrax,
you can sort your results by any criteria relevant to
you; whether it be by Name, Birth Date, Date Of
Filing, or any other point of data made available by
the court. With sorting, you can forgo having to scan
through a long list of search results for those key
cases you desire, and instead bring your search
into focus.

Result sorting is currently available using the
following jurisdictions: New Jersey, North Carolina,
Washington, Oregon, and the Federal District and
Bankruptcy Courts nationwide.

PDF CONVERSION BETTER THAN EVER!

You spoke, and we listened. Our PDF Conversion
Tool has received a major enhancement, improving
the quality and legibility of the PDFs you can
produce using CourtTrax. By better merging the
conversion process with the information available
through your browser, we have made creating
documents by clicking the PDF button match what
you see on your computer screen with far more
accuracy and clarity than before. Give it a try today!
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